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Cub scout bear requirements printable

Special thanks to Celeste Hunt from Peck 1781 in Washington, Utah in the Zion area of Utah National Parks Council for making this amazing tracking sheet and donating it to us. Tracking, planning, and very important recognition in cub scouts.  This new tracking sheet will help you to track where each
guy is headed towards bears, adventures, and cyber-chips needed.  I like to print this tracking sheet on the cardstock, and I print a sheet for every guy in binder my leader to be kept next to his tracking sheet for his religious prize, and every other prize we have worked on.  I keep a different tab for every
boy with all the tracking sheets (Age Group &amp; Religious Award).  then i have full information about every boy .  It helps to do this this way if you need another week and another week differently.  Not every boy is there every week, so I can always know where every boy is and everything is in the same
place.  I keep a roll, and next to the roll I write what we did that week, and then every two weeks I update all the tracking sheets for each guy.  If parents had questions, I would always have a place to look back on the roll, and I could always copy any trace sheet to show them where their son is. Please do
not download these files and emails or send them digitally to others.  These are for your personal use only.  If you want to share these files with others, please copy this link and send it to our site so that they can be printed themselves.  We would love for anyone who wants to come here to print
themselves completely for free, we get money to keep our website open where we store all our documents and PDF files by people visiting our blog.  Please don't take money out of our pocket by bypassing our blog.  Please help us keep all this information free of charge. To print this new for 2017 - The
Original Bear Tracking Sheet, click here to print faith in God Tracking Sheet, click here to see other Bear Tracking Sheets, click here to see all the tracking sheets, click here Source: Cub Scout Bear Handbook (#34753 - SKU 646429) Page Updated: December 21, 2020 Cub Scouting All About Adventure! 
To earn its rank badge, Bear Cub Scouts completes seven adventures, which are a collection of themed, multidisciplinary activities.  They also complete safety exercises. Bear Cub Scouts are in third grade. The bear scout cub needed includes topics such as camping, pocket safety, rumination, and
wildlife. Bear rating required 1. Complete each of the bears below the adventures needed with Dan or his family: a. Baloo the Builder b. Bear Claws c. Bear Necessities d. Fellowship and Duty to God e. Fur, Feathers, and Ferns f. Claws for Action 2. Complete a select adventure bear of choice from Dan or
his family. With your adult parent or partner, complete the exercises in a pamphlet on how to protect your children from child abuse: parental guide, and win a cyber-chip award for your age.* If your family does not have internet access at home and you have ready internet access at school or another
public place or via a mobile device, the cyber chip section of this need may be provided by your parents or adult partner. Ignore yourself. = It shows activities for adventure and you have a link to a page with articles I have written to help you and your cub scout them complete. Bear Adventures needed
your cub scout should complete all six of these adventures to earn your bear badge. Bear Adventure: Baloo Builder Fun Activities for Balou Adventure Maker Adventure Bear: Bear Claws Cool Offers For Bear Claw Adventure Bear Essential Ideas For Bear Essential Adventure Adventure Bear Adventure:
Fellowship and Duty to God's Advice for God's Adventure Bear Adventure: Fur, Feathers, and Fern Furs, Feathers, and Fern Adventure Activities Bear Adventure: Claws For Action Adventure Offers Bear Adventures Of Choice Bear You Must Complete One Of These Adventures Earn bear rank badge. 
But you're not just limited to one -- your family or Dan you might choose to do it as much as you want. Bear Adventure Choice: Bear Goes Fishing Bear Goes Fishing Adventure Ideas Bear Adventure Choice: Picnic Basket Picnic Recommendations Adventure Bear Adventure Choice: Beat of Drums Fun
Activities to Beat Adventure Drum Bear Adventure Choice: Critter Care Offers For Critter Care Adventure Bear Adventure Choice: Forensics Fun Ideas for Forensic Adventure Bear Adventure Choice : Grin and Its Bear Grin and Its Bear Adventure Recommendations Bear Adventure Choice: It moves fun
ideas for this soon-to-be-bear adventure of choice: Marble Madness Madness Adventures Bear Adventures Of Choice: Roaring Laugh Offers For RoarIng Adventure Bear Adventures Of Choice: Robotic Hot Ideas For Robotic Adventures Bear Adventures Of Choice: Salmon Run Trout Run Adventure
Recommendations Bear Adventures Of Choice : Super Science Fun Ideas for this soon-to-be adventure bear adventure of choice: A world of fun sound ideas for this soon-to-be cub scouting adventure is all about adventure!  To earn its rank badge, Bear Cub Scouts completes seven adventures, which
are a collection of themed, multidisciplinary activities.  They also complete safety exercises.  Below, you will find the exact requirements. For your convenience, this page also has activities that need to be completed Every adventure. Look for them further down the page. Bear rating required 1. Complete
each of the bears below the adventures needed with Dan or his family: a. bolo builder. bear claw . Bears are essential. Fellowship and duty to good. Fur, feathers, and reds. Claws for Action 2. Complete a select adventure bear of choice from Dan or his family. 3. With your parents or adult partner,
complete exercises in a pamphlet on how to protect your children from child abuse: parental guide, and earn a cyber-chip bonus for your age.* If your family does not have internet access at home and you do not have ready internet access at school or another public place or via a mobile device, the cyber
chip section of this requirement is possible. It is waived by your parents or adult partner. = It shows activities for adventure and you have a link to a page with articles I have written to help you and your cub scout them complete. Bear Adventures needed your cub scout should complete all six of these
adventures to earn your bear badge. Bear Adventure: Baloo Builder has fun ideas for The Perfect Adventure Baloo Builder all the following requirements. Discover which hand tools will have the best ones in your toolbox. Learn the rules for using these tools safely. Practice with at least four of these tools
before starting a project. Select, plan, and define materials for your project in full need of 3.Assemble your materials, and build a useful project and a fun project using wood. Apply the end to one of your projects. Bear Adventure: Bear Claws is a cool offer for bear claw adventure complete the following
requirements. Learn from pocket with three common designs. Learn the safety of the knife and earn your Whittling chip.*Do one of the following:A. Using a pocket knife, caring two items.B. With a pocket knife, safely performing any of these tasks:(1) shows how to cut a piece of rope, pig or fishing line; (2)
open the sealed box without damaging the contents. (3) Opening a can be removed with an opening tool on a pocket knife; (4) remove and replace the screw on an object with the driver's tool screw on the pocket knife; (5) open the letter. Bear Adventure: Bear needed essential ideas for bears complete
adventure necessities 1 - 4. Requirements 5 and 6 options while working on your bear badge, attend one of the following:a day or overnight compote with your package or family outdoor activity with Dan or packDay campResident campMake a list of items you should need along with selected activities in
1.Make a list of equipment that the group must accompany in addition to the personal gear of each scout for activities Selected in Need 1.Help Set Tent. Set a good spot for the tent, and explain to your Dan leader why you chose it.. Show how to tie two half hitches and explain what nothing is used for.
Learn how to read a thermometer and a barometer. Track temperature and read barometric pressure and actual weather at the same time every day for seven days. Bear Adventure: Helpers and task to god's advice for duty to adventure God complete the following requirements. Discussions with your
parents, guardian, leader Dan, or other caring adults mean to fulfill their duty to God. Tell me how you do your duty to God in your daily life. B with a family member offering service to a place of worship or a spiritual community, school, or community organization that places to fulfill your aspirations of duty
to God and strengthen your helpers with others.Full at least one of the following:A. Earn your religious faith badge that is suitable for your age, if you are not already done.B a list of things you can do.B Get to act your duty to God as you are taught at home or place of worship or spiritual community. Select
two items and practice for two weeks. Adventure Bears: Furs, feathers, and fur ferns, feathers, and fern adventure activities require a full 1 and three others.  While walking or walking for a mile, identify six signs that each mammal, bird, insect, reptiles, or plants live near where you choose to walk or
walk. Visit one of the following: zoo, wildlife sanctuary, nature center, aviation, game preservation, local conservation area, wildlife rescue group, or chickfish. Describe what you learned during your visit. The name of an animal that has been extinct for the past 100 years and is an animal that is currently
endangered. Explain what has reduced them. View wildlife remotely. Describe what you saw. Use a magnifying glass to examine plants closer. Describe what you saw through the magnifying glass that you couldn't see without it. Learn by composting and how vegetable waste can be converted into plant
manure. Plant a vegetable or vegetable garden. Adventure Bear: Claws for claw action for action adventure offers require full 1 and two other 2-4 requirements.  Learn with the flag of our nation. Show it at home for a month. Tell the commitment of loyalty and learn what it means. Do at least one of the
following. Find out about two famous Americans. what he learned . B Share. Find out where or near your community, city or city are of interest. Go and meet one of them with your family or dan. Do at least two of the following. with your school or dan, to a local police station, police department, or Ward
either speaks with a fire safety officer or law enforcement officer visiting his school or dan. find out what skills officers use to do their job . Ask questions that will help you learn how to stay safe.B build a list of emergency numbers and discuss with your family where the list should be kept. Show your family
that you know how to ask for help in an emergency. Talk to your family about people who can .C if the parents are not available. Your family can determine emergencies, or they can develop multiple programs. Do at least one of the following.A. Do a cleanup project that benefits your community.B
participate in a parade of the homegrown homeland community or other civic event that honors our country. Bears The Adventures of Choice Bear you must complete one of these adventures to earn your bear rank badge.  But you're not just limited to one- your family or your Dan may choose to do as
many of these as you'd like. Bear Adventure Of Choice: Bear Goes Fishing Bear Goes Fishing Adventure Ideas is the perfect adventure of at least three of the following.  Discover and learn about three types of fish in your area. Draw a color image of each fish, record what each one likes to eat, and
describe what kind of habitat one likes. Learn about your local fishing regulations with your Dan leader or parent or guardian. List three of the regulations you learn about and there is one reason any regulation. Learn about fishing equipment, and a simple fishing pole. Practice casting on a purpose. Go on
a fishing adventure, and spend at least an hour trying to catch a fish. Put into practice things you have learned about fish and fishing equipment. Bear Adventure Choice: Bear Picnic Basket Bear Picnic Basket recommends a perfect adventure of at least three of the following. Create your own bear
cookbook using at least five recipes you may cook or prepare either yourself or with some adult help. Includes at least one recipe each for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and a nutritious snack. Prepare for cooking with a family member or dan leader, explaining the importance of planning, choosing tools,
hygiene, and cooking safety. Pick and prepare two nutritious snacks for yourself, your family, or your dan. With the help of an adult, choose a recipe to prepare in the kitchen for Dan or your family. Help select the required ingredients, perhaps from a garden, grocery store, or farmers market. Cook and
serve your scheduled meal. Cleaning after preparation and cooking. With the help of an adult, choose a recipe to prepare outdoors for your family or dan. Help select the required ingredients, perhaps from a garden, grocery store, or farmers market. Cook and serve your scheduled meal. Cleaning after
preparation and cooking. Bear Adventure: Beat out fun drum activities to beat adventure drums need full 1 plus two other 2-4 requirements.  Learn with the history and culture of American Indians or other indigenous peoples who lived in your region a long time ago. Creating a myth by making dioramas,
writing a story, or providing skit.Complete is one of the following:A. A dreamer.B build a craft similar to the one made by American Indians or indigenous people.C. When your drum is complete, create a ceremonial.perfect song one of the following:A. Visit the Order of the Arrow .B. Visit an Indian-American
event or an event presented by other indigenous peoples.C. Learn and demonstrate the ceremonial dance stages.D. Create a ceremonial dance. Bears Adventure Choice: Critter care offers for adventure care Krytter completes all of the following.  Do one of the following:A. If you had a pet, you will find a
list of tasks you had done to care for a pet for two weeks, .B. If you are a pet, research one that you'd like to and prepare a report on its care.Completing one of the following:A. Creating a poster or providing PowerPoint about your pet or pet that you would need. I want to be self-help. Share a poster or
presentation with Dan, your package, or your family.B make a Poster or PowerPoint presentation that explains three ways that animals can help people. Share the poster or presentation with dan, package or family.At least complete one of the following and share with Dan, your package or family:A. Visit
with a local veterinarian or animal shelter supervisor. Find out what kind of animals she may have regularly and the types of care she gives them.B learning about jobs that involve caring for animals. What training, training and experience are needed? Bears Adventure Choice: Forensics have fun ideas for
forensic adventure complete all of the following.  Talk to your family or dan about the coroner and how to use it to help solve crimes. Take your fingerprint and learn how to analyze them.One of the following: A. Learn with chromatography and how to use it in solving crimes. Conducting a research using
different types of black markers, the tip of the feeling. Share your results with Dan .B. conduct analysis of four different ingredients: salt, sugar, baking soda, and cornstarch.Full one of the following:A. Visit the police station or police station in your town. Find out how officers gather .B. learn about the
various jobs available in forensic science. Pick two, and figure out what's needed to work in those jobs. what you learn with your dan . C Learn how animals are used to gather important evidence. Talk to dan about your findings. Bear Adventure Choice: Grin and its bear Grin and its bear complete
adventure recommendations of at least four Play challenge games or ingenuity games with your Dan members. Take part in a reflection after the game. Work out with your Dan members, organize the Cub Scout Carnival and lead it at a special event. Help the younger Cub Scouts take part in one of the
events at the Cub Scout Carnival. After the Cub Scout Carnival, discussions with dan members themselves and their dan leader went how well, what could be done better, and how everyone worked together to make the event a success. With Dan himself, the development encouraged thank you for
recognizing those who helped organize the Cub Scout Carnival. Bear Adventure Choice: Move it fun ideas for this adventure soon! Complete all of the following.  Create a craft explosion of wood reaction. Make two simple polks, and use them to move objects. Create levered wooden paint by creating a



saw using a pool and a mixer. Explore the way it balances by placing different objects at each end.Full one below:A. Draw a Rube Goldberg-type machine. Includes at least six steps to complete your .B. Build a real Rube Goldberg-type machine to complete a job dedicated by your Dan leader. Use at
least two simple machines and take at least four steps. Bear Adventure Choice: Madness Marble Madness Madness is the perfect adventure activity needed 1-4. Need 5 is optional. Discussions began with your family or Dan marble history, such as where and when the game was played. Talk about
different marble sizes and what it's made of and used for. Learn about three different marble games, and learn to play one of them. Learn how to keep scoring. Learn and follow the rules of the game. Play with your family, friends, or dan. Learn four or five words that are used when talking about marble.
Tell me what each of the words means and how it relates to playing marble. Share this information with den.Complete one of the following:A. With Dan or your family, a marble barrier course or marble golf course. Share what you create. Invite everyone to go through the .B. Create your own game using
marble, and design rules to play the game. Share the game you created with Dan, your family, or friends. Explain the rules and manner of the game.C with Dan or his family, creating a marble race path. At least two lines so you can race your favorite marble against each other.D. Marble Maze. With the
help of an adult, make a marble bag to keep marble. Bears Adventures of Choice: Roar offers laughter for the full roaring adventure of at least four of the following. Think about what makes you laugh. Write down three things that make you laugh. Practice reading language twisters. Create your own short
story. Take some nouns, verbs, verbs and verbs from the story and leave them empty. Without telling the story, a friend would have to insert himself Verbs and verbs in the story you created. With a partner, play a game that makes you laugh. Share at least two pranks with their Dan members to make
them laugh. Practice at least two runs with your dan, and do them in a closed session or campfire schedule. Bears Adventures of Choice: Robotic Cool Ideas for a robotic adventure completes at least four of the following identified six tasks performed by the robot. Learn with some cases where a robot can
be used for work rather than a human. Research a robot that has this kind of work, and delivers what you learn to your dan. Build a robot hand. It shows how it works like a human hand and how it works with a different human hand. Build your own robot. See where it uses robots. Bears Adventures of
Choice: Salmon Run Trout run adventure recommendations full requirements 1-4 plus two others.  Explain the importance of response personnel or lifeguards in a swimming area. Tell me how the friends system works and why it matters. Visit a local swimming pool or swimming area with dan or your
family. go swim or take a swimming lesson . Explain the safety rules you need to follow before participating in sailing. Identification of safety equipment required when sailing. Show correct rowing or paddle form. Explain how rowing and sailing are a good sport. Show how to do both reach rescues and
throw rescues. Show the front crawl swam a stroke to Dan or his family. Name three swimming ability groups for boy scouts from America.Earn BSA beginner swimming classification. Bear Adventures Of Choice: Super Science has fun ideas for this adventure soon! Complete at least four of the following.
Make static electricity by rubbing balloons or plastic or rubber shoulders into other materials such as wool blankets or wool jackets. Explain what you've learned to do another static electrical research. Explain what you've learned, do a sink or floating research, explain what you've learned, do a color
research. Explain what you've learned. Explain what you've learned: The Adventure Bear of Choice: A world of fun sound ideas for this adventure soon! Complete all of the following. Make a mebeira. Make a systrom. make rainwood . Facebook Twitter Twitter
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